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The Front Page
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, HERETAUNGA TRAMPING CLUB

Past and present members will no doubt be impressed and pleased that the club has achieved
85 years of existence this month. Even though the story behind the formation of the club is a
sad one, it is also noteworthy that HTC came together in the difficult years of The Great
Depression and has endured for so many decades. Over two and a half thousand official
tramping trips have been recorded in that time [trips that you can now easily read about in the
club’s digital archives], many inspiring and outstanding people have been associated with the
club, and that distinctly Kiwi activity, tramping, is continuing regardless of what else is going
on in the world.
At the time of writing we have gone into another shade of lockdown for a couple of weeks.
Masses of ink, not to mention digital space, have been used over the last few months as
accounts have been written about every possible aspect of the 2020 worldwide covid pandemic
that has affected us all so severely. We have worked our way through the limitations on our
lives from late March and we know that the effects of the illness will be with us for years to
come, perhaps indefinitely. Recreational activities have been part of this situation with HTC
being in a kind of limbo when the regular programme of trips was suspended. Not surprisingly,
since the lockdown in New Zealand was reduced the club was one of many throughout the
country which enthusiastically took to the hills again.
Some people have advanced the idea that the conservation estate throughout the country
benefitted from an absence of humans for several months especially in high use areas such as
national parks. There is no doubt that we cause a fair amount of wear and tear on the
environment! The downside is that damage to facilities has not been repaired – heavy weather
in the South Island has caused problems in some areas of the south and west which could not
be attended to for some time. And pest control had to go into recession; even the usual cohort
of hunters could not go anywhere. It remains to be calculated how much effect the usual
mammalian pests have had and even more of a worry when you consider that lockdown
happened during a mast year of enormous proportions. But, no doubt, people will gather
themselves up and return to the jobs that need to be done.
To add to the excitement, it is also an election year although the date of polling has just been
altered. FMC released an election guide some weeks ago to remind us about KiwiShare and
the importance of the outdoors to us all in New Zealand. We are being asked to think about
this as part of our choices and consider which political parties will respond to our concerns,
particularly with funding for DoC and for consideration of the issues connected with the
outdoors that we consider important. Here’s hoping that everybody does.
CH
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2473
Tutaekuri Gorge – Kaweka FP
2 February 2020
Beat the Heat: do the Donald River drift! On what was to be the hottest day ever recorded in
Napier, a group of six took off at 7:00am in two cars from the HTC departure lounge in Te
Aute Road. Peter and Colin were the doing the B plan down the Tutaekuri Gorge. Anne,
Glenda, Daniel and Janice opted for the A plan which was a loop from Lawrence Roadend,
over the swing bridge and up the trail towards MacIntosh Hut before cutting down the Donald
River back to the bridge on the Tutaekuri. The wind was raging on the ridges as we started but
it always seemed to be above us, especially when we were walking along the river. Glenda
was right, it was a great day to be criss-crossing the Donald. Spotting the first of many inviting
deep pools, it was in, ‘boots and all’ drifting down the current back to the start then drifting
down again. What a refreshing way to beat the heat! It was hard to keep Glenda out of any of
the pools after that and you had to admit it was a great way to cool down especially before the
long drag back up to the cars at Lawrence Roadend. The crystal clear, fast-flowing water did
the trick for any ailments. Coming across a small eddy, we saw a tadpole convention in the
shallow water. Amongst the teeming tadpoles were a few small green frogs on the fringes and
cameras were whipped out to record the moment. The sides of the canyons were covered in
plants as they soared straight up to the tree-line. At the Donald/Tutaekuri junction, we travelled
up-river to see if we could spot Colin and Peter trying to prove they were just as quick as last
time they did this trip 30 years ago. The only people we saw in our 5½ hour sojourn were a
father and son carrying fishing poles. They had spent the night being blown out by the wicked
winds near the ridges and had dropped down to escape.

We turned around towards the swing bridge and the parked cars up the hill. It was a fair
climb back up the road. Janice found another gear and motored up the road with Daniel.
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Good weather, amazing scenery, great photos by Anne, strenuous at times/cruisy at others,
brilliant company: just another day at the HTC office!
DH
A Party: Daniel Hoddock, Janice Love, Anne Doig, Glenda Hooper
Gorge Trip: we set off at 8:30 and it was straight into the water with plenty of slots and pools
to cool us down. Fortunately, we had picked the right day for it so we were merely cold, rather
than the standard for the trip which is, bloody freezing. It is a very beautiful stretch of river; a
true gorge trip and you do spend a lot of time in the water. Eventually we got down to the two
waterfalls: the first was exciting with no real problem but the second was just plain scary! In
the finish we just jumped off on the true right-hand side (never jump or swim into the white
water at the base of a waterfall as the bubbles make the water less dense and you sink). Colin
suggested that it was a pity he hadn’t had his camera ready but I was not about to climb up for
a second go. After one more rapid we came to the hot spring which was a good temperature
and flow but just as insalubrious as ever. We continued on down the river which was very
greasy and my pack became heavier and heavier as it picked up more water. The last stretch
was easier except that the others had decided to leave the car at the top, which we finally
reached at 4pm.
PB B
B Party: Colin Jones, Peter Berry

2474

Pourerere Beach

5 February 2020

Our first organised mid-week walk for the year and, in spite of reservations about the current
heatwave, we had a turnout of nine. We arrived at Pourerere Beach by the lagoon where it was
4
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much cooler than our departure
point. We set off in fine style
northwards towards Paoanui Point
aided by the strong tail wind. After
some plodding we stopped for
smoko in the dunes then decided to
return to the truck because of the
advancing. We then headed south
along the fishermens’ road for some
distance. There are a number of
idiosyncratic dwellings on the
beachfront and we can recommend
the immaculate port-a-loo that the
CHB Council trailered in for the
summer!
The yellow notice with black
lettering amused the party.
Caution!
Please ensure Legs are in Correct
Position.
This notice relates to the trailor legs,
not the persons legs using the toilet.
The local caretaker farmer rode up
on a quad bike while we were lunching under the Norfolk pines and engaged us in conversation
She was surprised that that we had not seen the resident seals at Paoanui Point but perhaps
they were out fishing. Later on we walked down to the community beach and caravan park
which seemed like a ghost town after the Christmas holidays and admired the posh summer
baches which are a contrast to the tractor park further along the main road where the bach
owners leave their boats after the summer holidays, Another revenue stream for the locals, it
would seem. It was a very nice easy day in pleasant conditions – good to see Pam again and
thanks to Christine for driving.
RB
Party: Christine Hardie, Pam Turner, Lynn Walch, Anne Doig, Roy Frost, Brent Hickey,
Scott Campbell, Garry Smith, Rodger Burn (organiser)
2475
Clements Road – Kaimanawa FP
15 - 16 February 2020
We arrived at the roadend at around quarter to ten after an uneventful drive from Havelock
North. Here, Janice, Derek and Scott booted up and with packs on backs, were headed along
the track towards Cascade Hut just after 10. We noted that a DoC sign at the roadend said it’s
4½ hours to Cascade – don’t believe it! After a quick look around the camp area the rest of us
were back in the truck and travelling to Army Camp for our first walk.
The only tracks shown on the topo map for this area are the Te Iringa and Cascade ones but
we were hoping to find some unmapped routes. We were lucky at Army Camp as we found a
5
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sign for Ken’s Track beside a little memorial for Ken Follows. A google search suggests that
he was an old guy who used to live in a campervan there (he died at Tokoroa in 2016). We
followed this track for about an hour until it came to a small clearing on the other side of which
we spied pine trees. After a spell there we retraced our steps to the truck, enjoying the birds
and vegetation as we went. We had an early lunch at the camp site before driving down the
road to Clements Clearing which was to be our camp site for the night.

§

Derek, Janice, and Scott starting the track to Cascade Hut

Peter’s Party: from Clements Clearing we walked a short distance along the road to the
Kaimanawa Wall. The credulous believe that this wall is evidence of an ancient New Zealand
culture and that the stone wall is at least 2000 years old, created by the first settlers of New
Zealand, the Waitaha. They were subsequently allegedly nearly exterminated by the East
Polynesians [ancestors of the Maori] who arrived only 800 years ago. Sceptics including DoC
believe that the rock formation is part of a large ignimbrite outcrop formed naturally 330,000
years ago. The wall is not as impressive as we had imaged and we accepted the latter theory.
We explored the frost flat area around the camp site then, leaving Peter behind to sleep, we
walked up the road to Kakapo Camp. This is a lovely site with a small stream beside it but had
no obvious tracks to follow so we returned to Clements Camp via the road. The bird life in
this part of the Kaimanawa FP is great: nearly all the usual bush birds were seen or heard as
well as kaka and long-tailed cuckoo. The robins posed patiently for their photos to be taken
while the kaka obediently responded to Peter’s melodic so-called kaka imitations.
6
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In the past there was a series of huts and cook houses along the road but these have long since
disappeared. The beech trees in this area of the Kaimanawa were milled for fence posts and
battens up until the 1970s when tanalised posts became readily available.
There were a few other groups at the clearing when we returned: one group of overseas young
people and the rest were hunters – all very friendly. At around 5:00pm we had an exhausted
hunter collapse at our site with a very heavy pack full of venison that he had shot at around
midday. After recovering a bit, he boiled himself a brew and had a chat with us. Peter offered
him a ride back to his car which was about five kilometres up the road. After dinner it started
to rain so we had a game of Quiddler in the back of the truck before retiring for a quiet night.
Sunday dawned overcast and, after breakfast, we drove back to the roadend to start along
Hinemaiaia Track to Cascade Hut. This is a very pretty track with some areas of virgin bush,
very friendly robins, a lovely stream and is mainly flat for the first hour or two. At one point
there is a land-bridge which Peter explored. Below it he found a pumice cave. After walking
for about two hours we stopped for a break just short of where the track starts its first major
climb, We left a note for the Cascade party and headed back, diverting off-track to take photos
of a waterfall we could hear below us and for Peter to swim in Hinemaiaia Stream. We had
lunch back at the truck and waited for the Cascade party to return before heading home.
Cascade Party: the track followed Hinemaiaia Stream for about 1½ hours along cliff edges
then we started to climb several steep slopes and drops using tree roots for hand and foot
holds. An interesting ancient native forest showing evidence of previous logging - large tree
stumps with clinging vines ferns and moss. The moss and lichen looked very dry but fine
drizzle on the Sunday refreshed things a little. After four hours of climbing Scott returned to a
camping site by Hinemaiaia Stream where he waited for our return on the Sunday. He was
lucky enough to see a hind come very close as it drank from the river. For the next three hours
7
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the track was visible with plenty of summer leaf fall but we did manage to divert off it on
occasions. Careful placing of the feet was required as there were many tree roots to avoid.
Once on the top there was a very long descent to the river where Cascade Hut was only two
minutes inland. Here we had an evening meal, a sleep then breakfast before returning the same
way. Deer hunters were out this weekend so it was always good to chat about their hunting
experiences. We had the company of kaka, fantails and one morepork at various times over the
two days. Time taken was six hours each way.
Party: Janice Love, Derek Boshier, Scott Campbell, Peter Berry, Susan Lopdell, Anne Doig,
Glenda Hooper

§

2476

To the Gums and Beyond – Kaweka FP

Wed 19 February 2020

Our small party of seven scattered on arrival at The Gums, some away very quickly heading
for the Mangatainoka Hot Springs, others happy to go to Te Puia Lodge, others to travel as far
as time would allow along the Mohaka River Bank and some ready to fish this mighty river
closer to the truck. It was a beautiful day, wind free and not too hot to be in this very popular
Northern Kaweka area. Unfortunately, the tubs were too hot to soak in and the fish were
reluctant to be caught though everyone enjoyed the outing. The track is in reasonable condition
most of the way although some of the steeper sections are showing signs of wear and tear. At
the hut the three of us were able to have an interesting conversation with the two hut wardens,
both in their 80s/90s and one with a connection to the early years of HTC from his days farming
8
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in the Timahanga district and coming across trampers in the field. One was away fishing in the
river when we arrived but arrived back at the lodge with a very large salmon which he said
would be put to good use that evening. [Sorry, Roy, it wasn’t your day!] The only other person
we met was a young man who ran in to the springs and then back out – apparently a fairly
standard day for him on his days off from his work in the construction industry.
The day had been a very hot and sticky one with some of us feeling the effects of the humidity
but, in a piece of serendipity, a decent shower broke just as Anne and Christine returned to the
truck. Des at the tail end said he certainly enjoyed the refreshing change of conditions. The
long drive back meant that we were a bit later than usual, returning to Havelock North at about
7:30pm. Thanks to Christine for driving the truck.
Party: Des Smith, Anne Cantrick, Christine Hardie, Lynn Walch, Rodger Burn, Roy Frost,
Graeme Hare
2477

Kaweka J and The Cairn Refurbishment

22 – 23 February 2020

Alan B reported last year [Pohokura 261] when we cleared the lower portions of Trials Spur
Track; he also wrote about a trip a few weeks earlier when he and I went to the top of the
Kawekas to visit the cairn, “the once tidy monument on Kaweka J is now just a shapeless heap
of rocks.” He was a member of the 1962 cairn upgrade. It was our intention to renovate it on
the annual Cairn Trip in November but weather conditions did not encourage us to do anything
physical even though we were able to generate ideas and plans to get the job done. John, with
practical farming skills, soon had sensible ideas to improve the cairn using the gabions
generously provided by DoC and without shifting too many rocks.
Our party of four left Hastings at 6:00am knowing that we would not be working in 30 degree
plus sun and could easily have cloudy drizzle over the weekend. It takes longer to plod up the
ridge when carrying a weekend pack too. We put up our tents and flys on the playground and
had lunch before the work began. The photos tell the story…
We were all proud of our work and pleased to have the rebuild completed. After packing up
we were able to leave for warmer, sunnier conditions. Thanks to the team who did all the
work, especially to John for the equipment, tools and transport that he provided. A satisfying
weekend indeed
GRH
Party: John Montgomerie, Scott Campbell, Randall Goldfinch, Graeme Hare
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Photo 1. Cairn in May 2019 (Alan Berry)

Photo 2. Gabion with Memorial Plaque attached
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Photo 3. The Excavators

Photo 4. Saturday at 7:00pm
11
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Photo 5. Gabions filled – Scott Campbell and Graeme Hare
2478
Stoney Creek Conservation Area
1 March 2020
A bee sting and a bad night’s sleep saw our numbers drop from nine to seven on this overcast
Sunday morning so, with Murry driving the truck, we headed off along the Napier-Taupo
Road. We arrived at Takarere Road (which is just a few kilometers east of Tarawera), drove
along it for a few kilometress and found a suitable parking spot not far from a DoC sign for
the Stoney Creek Conservation Area. After a false start we found a way down into the creek
which had a few log jams and was quite deep in places. We headed upstream in two groups of
three plus Derek (who had entered the creek at a different point). Derek took a little while to
reach us even though he found our message - which clearly stated that we were heading up the
true left branch - ten minutes after we left it at the junction of the Ohane and Momonanui
Streams [hence the extract below this report on true left and true right - apparently Derek
missed out on this lesson].
The Ohane and Momonanui are the two streams that make up Stoney Creek.
Once in Ohane Stream the going was much faster, the sun started coming out, the robins and
tui were singing and all was dandy except for the odd bit of ongaonga that reached out and
grabbed a few of our members. I had recorded a map reference for the hot spring last time I
visited it so we walked upstream to this point. However we could not find any obvious hot
spring and I suspect that the enclosed nature of the valley limited the accuracy of the GPS.
The forward party did find the spring further upstream and it was quite smelly and obvious.
They had also come across a few hunters in the area - we knew they were there somewhere by
a puddle of fresh blood beside the stream.
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Anne Doig and Daniel Haddock
After our unsuccessful look for the spring we retreated a bit and had our lunch in a sunny spot
before continuing downstream. Opposite the junction of the two streams we found a good
hunters’ track that took us up out of the valley to the road which we followed back to the truck.
The forward party arrived just under an hour later and, once all were organised, we did a quick
detour to Tarawera Cafe for an ice-cream before returning home. Thanks, Murry, for driving.
GH
Party: Murry Alderson, Anne Doig, Derek Boshier, Daniel Haddock, Robyn Pohlenz,
Dale Barnard, Glenda Hooper (organiser)
True Right and True Left - Tramping 101
The right bank or side is always on the right hand side of the direction in which the
water is flowing, i.e. facing downstream, and the left bank is always the left hand
side facing downstream. This is usually called the true right bank or true left bank.

2479
Barlow Hut – Ruahine FP
14 - 15 March 2020
The day dawned fine and clear with the promise of two gloriously fine days ahead of us.
Everyone was in good spirits, looking forward to another classic trip away in our faithful old
HTC truck. We had only just managed to crack the magic number of six trampers, the
requirement to justify using the club truck. However, it was not to be…..we had to alter our
original travel plans due to the truck developing Covid-19 virus-like symptoms on Friday
night. Our cunning plan to improvise involved Derek using his large SUV to take four people
and Des using his recently pimped-out Toyota Corolla to transport the remaining two people.
With our transport all sorted, we loaded up our private vehicles and departed from Te Aute
13
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Road at 9:30am. On arrival at Glenny Roadend at around 10:30am, we noticed that the farmer
was busy crutching a mob of sheep in the yards where we park our vehicles. We explained that
we had unsuccessfully tried to contact him several times by phone to seek permission to access
Makaroro River through his property. He was most accommodating and, fortunately for us,
had no problem with us arriving unannounced. In fact, he was most helpful in explaining where
the direct route down to the river was. His sister Alison, who was helping out with the sheep
crutching, offered to take Des on the back of the farm quad bike to show him exactly where
the track was. It was a very exciting ride and very generous of her to take the time to show us
exactly where to go. The river access track, which starts behind the shearing sheds, makes it
so much easier to get down to the river flats and, basically, reduces the time it takes to walk
up Makaroro River to Barlow Hut by at least 45 minutes compared with starting from the old
Yeomans Mill carpark further downstream. We started on our tramp from the shearing sheds
just after 11a.m. and stopped for a nice leisurely lunch break, sitting on the side of the
Makaroro River, at about 12:30pm.

Jude Hay, Anne Doig, Derek Boshier, Scott Campbell, Des Smith
The river level was very low so we had no difficulty at all making the many river crossings.
On the bends some of the deep, gin-clear pools looked very inviting for either fishing or
swimming. However, we pushed on at a steady pace and arrived at Barlow Hut at around 2pm.
After sorting out our sleeping arrangements and having a brew, Derek and Des decided to do
a little track exploring to fill in the remainder of the day. The track that they were interested
in checking out is called Parks Peak Ridge Track. It is situated on the true left bank just a few
minutes upstream of the hut. After climbing steadily for a couple of hours we decided to turn
around and retrace our steps before the changing light made it impossible to spot the infrequent
track markers. Many of these are hard to spot as they are completely covered in lichen or black
mould. There were many parts of the so-called track that were overgrown and devoid of any
visible track markers making getting off-track a distinct possibility, particularly in the steep
country and failing light that we experienced. We were pleased to get back to the hut safe and
14
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sound right on dusk. In our absence the numbers in residence had swelled considerably. We
now had two resident hunters in the hut with us and, camped outside, a group of Central
Hawkes Bay College students who were on their silver level Duke of Edinburgh tramp
accompanied by two of their parents. They had overnighted at Sparrowhawk Biv on Friday
and spent Saturday coming along the tops and down Colenso Spur to Barlow Hut. Scott had
decided to opt for a more personal sleeping arrangement, choosing to sleep outside under the
stars in his famous poncho-tarp shelter. It’s a real work of art to see and he takes justifiable
pride in erecting it. Well done, Scotty. The stars were actually something that Derek
encouraged us all to go outside and check out once it was properly dark later on in the evening.
So, before we all hopped into our sleeping bags, we did as we were told and what a magnificent
night it was! The sky was amazingly clear and a blaze of cosmic splendour, Nature at its best…
The next morning the two hunters were up and away before first light, hoping for an early shot
at a deer on their walk out to Yeomans Mill carpark. We all just rolled over and enjoyed a
couple more hours in our sleeping bags before getting up to have our breakfasts and pack our
gear up. The hut has two sleeping benches which comfortably accommodate three mattresses
each. There are a couple of spare mattresses, eight in total, so two people can sleep on the floor
if necessary. In other words, the hut has an eight-star rating. We had a very comfortable stay
at Barlow Hut and thoroughly enjoyed the company of the other like-minded people that we
met there. We were packs on and heading out to civilisation by around 8:00am. On our way
back up the farm track there are several bee hives. Des was busy with his camera taking a
photo of Derek as he approached the top of the track when he was attacked by some very angry
bees. He sustained at least three separate stings to his face and had a lovely botoxed lower lip
to prove it. Ouch… We were back at our transport and heading home by around 11a.m. On the
way home we stopped off for a debrief coffee at McCauley’s Café in Otane. Everyone enjoyed
chatting away while sipping their coffees and the consensus was that we had all thoroughly
enjoyed our relaxing overnight tramp into Barlow Hut.
DS
Party: Des Smith [organiser] Derek Boshier, Janice Love, Jude Hay, Anne Doig,
ScottCampbell
2480
Lake Tutira
Wed 18 March 2020
The last piece of road into the Ridgemount approach was very mucky and there was evidence
of copious blackberry spraying as we arrived so no eating of the fruit was recommended. The
tramping route over the farmland is still clearly marked by walkway posts so, with a slight
southerly wind, some of us donned parkas and we all set off on a track which can be best
described as a scenic and interesting walk with sea shells noted in the rocks as evidence of a
previous geological era. The fields were festooned with an abundance of field mushrooms so
everyone was soon filling any container or plastic bag that they could find. After rambling up
and occasionally down we approached the turnoff to the peak. Joan was the only one
expressing any interesting in a final climb so we all carried on along the fence line at the top
of the hill while enjoying the views to the south and east. A leisurely lunchette was had out of
the wind at a scenic spot and the last parkas were returned to their packs. Three walkers now
decided to take a steeper route down to the lake while Garry, Christine and Rodger ambled
back to the truck, harvesting mushrooms as they went. Christine drove them to the lake to
rejoin the others at a picnic table where we all watched the tuis and had another lunchette. A
15
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fairly easy day and one to remember as the last mid-week outing before Level Four shutdown
was imposed a few days later. Thanks to Christine for driving.
Party: Lynn Walch, Joan Ruffell, Barbara Phillips, Christine Hardie,
Garry Smith, Rodger Burn [organiser]
Coronavirus pandemic caused trips to be cancelled 21st March until 24th May 2020
2481
Middle Hill Hut – Kaweka FP
24 May 2020
This was the club’s first tramp since the March lockdown so now we had reached Level Two
we could have a group of 10 maximum and enjoy the outdoors once again. The trip was
planned for a day walk to Makino Hut but on arrival at the Makino carpark there were three
other vehicles taking up all the parking space.We decided to return to Middle Hill carpark and
walk into that hut. Makahu Road to here was in very good condition and the ford crossing was
shallow. Out of nine trampers five had not been to Middle Hill Hut so it was a new track and
hut for them to explore. The weather was in our favour with a cloudy but mild day although
we started off with jackets hats and gloves. There were a few patches of frost in the shaded
areas to remind us that winter is on its way.
After crossing the bridge over the nearby stream the track climbs fairly steeply through
manuka/kanuka forest before reaching a plateau.The track was very dry and in parts it was
covered with flax leaves where the deer had been tugging at the plants and chewing the ends
of the leaves. We saw one empty-handed hunter on his way to the carpark. More climbing led
to the flats where the tussock plants were a picture of colour. This area is where kiwi are
released so there are many predator traps along the track. We saw eight dead rats in traps three had already been removed so three of our party removed the other five and re-set the
traps. Joan later reported the find to DoC. We spent an hour over lunch at the hut which
included a short walk through the beech forest nearby. The hut was in very good condition
with ample firewood to feed the huge fireplace.

At car-park: Kim, Derek, Peter, Robyn, Anne, Jude, Glenda, Joan – Janice behind camera
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On return to the carpark we either saw or heard swallows, whiteheads, tomtits, tui and Peter
heard a fernbird. We also saw - very clearly - mountain bike tracks going down despite the
information board saying no bikes. Middle Hill was a great alternative and enjoyed by HTC
trampers. Thanks go to the car drivers: Peter, Kim and Derek.
JL
Party: Joan Ruffell, Robyn Pohlenz, Glenda Hooper, Anne Doig, Jude Hay,
Kim Morgan, Derek Boshier, Peter Berry, Janice Love [organiser]
2482
Stanfield Hut – Ruahine FP
7 June 2020
I had eight on my list on Saturday night plus one more, dependant on weather. On Sunday
morning seven of us were waiting across the road by the truck for stragglers when I noted car
lights coming out of our driveway. Unfortunately, by the time I had run to the road, Kim was
disappearing down Mount Erin Road and we had no phone contact for her. We tried emailing
and waited until 7:25am before leaving without her (and the 9th person who obviously decided
the weather was no good).
Three blokes in the front of the truck had difficulty navigating their way to Tamaki West Road
but we eventually arrived at the carpark on a very cold but dry morning. We decided against
climbing up to A-Frame Hut as we would have been exposed to the weather most of the way.
Instead we bravely crossed the west branch of Tamaki Stream and climbed up the steep but
reasonably short track, to Holmes Ridge Track. There was a bit more wind up on the ridge but
it wasn’t too bad provided we kept moving. We were soon at the far end of it heading back
down through the bush to the second and last stream crossing of the morning. We skirted along
the bottom of the bush on the true right and arrived at Stanfield Hut for lunch, about two hours
after our departure from the roadend. It was still cold - my thermometer did not read over 4°C
all day! As we left the hut for the return a brief, sleety skiff passed over us and raincoats were
donned for the first and only time of the day. Two hours later we were all back at the truck and
had time to drop into the shop at Norsewood for some to do some sock buying. Thanks, Peter
for driving.
Party: Glenda Hooper, Peter Berry, Des Smith, Susan Lopdell, Anne Doig,
Alan Petersen, Christine Snook
2483
Ormondville and Mangatoro Scenic Reserves
Sat 20 June 2020
The tramp was supposed to be a weekend one to Kiwi Saddle Hut but the weather forecast was
for a damp and cool Saturday and a very wet Sunday so no-one was keen. Instead, three of us
decided on something totally different for the Saturday. Leaving town at around 9:30am we
loaded up with some native tree seedlings and travelled to the Hooper-Berry estate at
Ormondville. The first hour or so was spent planting these trees and walking around the 20
acre property. The damp weather of the previous week meant there were quite a few fungi to
be seen there as well as a few early bulbs plus the trees (just about everything except pinus
radiata) that have been progressively planted since 1988. Lunch was then had at a park opposite
the old Ormondville Post Office after which we walked to the historic Ormondville Railway
Station which has a Category Two listing with the NZ Historic Places Trust. One of the
volunteers there gave us a guided tour around it. We then drove along Ormondville - Te Uri
Road looking for Maunga Road and Mangapuaka Reserve. One of the locals directed us to
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Maunga Road but, somehow, we missed the reserve! Upon arriving at the back of Dannevirke
we decided to carry on and visit Mangatoro Scenic Reserve which is just down Ngapaeruru
Road, 11 kilometres from Dannevirke along Weber Road. This is an eight hectare reserve that
contains some good-sized kahikatea as well as matai, totara and rimu. Further on we dropped
in at Anzac Park which is just past Norsewood on SH2 and walked the tracks there. A different
day from most but at least we got out and also stayed dry.
Party: Glenda Hooper, Peter Berry, Anne Doig
2484
MacIntosh Hut – Kaweka FP
Sunday 5 July 2020
On a frosty morning at 7:00am, a party of eight left in the truck from Te Aute Road with Peter
driving. There were a couple of possibilities for the tramp: an A party to do MacIntosh loop
from the carpark into the hut then up and around to Lakes Carpark and a B party into the hut
and return on the same track with the plan to drive down to the Lakes’ carpark to meet the A
party. We, in the B party, set off at 8:50am down the steep drop (200 metres or about 850 feet)
to the river. The track is well-formed and leads through pines into native forest down to the
Tutaekuri River. A single-span metal bridge with a hand rail on the downriver side crosses
picturesque rapids. On the true left of the river the track, including a shingle scree, sidles along
the river with a gentler climb for about a kilometre before continuing to climb steadily for
another 0∙5km to 820 metres. The remaining 1∙5 kilometres to the hut is across a plateau.
Unfortunately, there are many wilding pine seedlings establishing themselves along the track
which we did our best to pull out (both on the trip in and out). Although there was snow on the
Kaweka Range it was not low enough to be on the track or at the hut. (Yet there were remnants
of frost to crunch through). We made it to the hut by 11:30am where we decided to have an
early lunch. MacIntosh Hut is in a lovely setting, well-positioned for the sun with a wide
covered verandah. There was evidence of someone staying in the hut and, soon after our
arrival, the occupant arrived. He was a hunter who had come in from Taihape so we spent a
very pleasant hour relaxing at the hut and chatting with him. It would have been tempting to
stay longer but we were aware that we had to get back to the truck to go and collect the A
party. At the foot bridge it was necessary for me to fight a duel with Peter; walking poles were
the choice of weapon. Thankfully it is a very stable bridge.
The climb from the bridge back to the truck gets less daunting with each tramp I make.
However, it is still one foot after the other to the top, some 45 minutes later. Okay there were
a couple of scenery stops on the way. Back at the truck the A party was waiting for us. After
a hot drink we returned to Havelock North.
AD
B Party: Glenda Hooper, Peter Berry (driver), Christine Snook, Alan Petersen, Anne Doig
2485
Tree Planting at Fred’s Farm
Wed 8 July 2020
Last year, I understand a comment was made that we should see if Fred would like us to help
plant some of his trees. We have admired his tree nursery and the many and varied natives he
has been growing in sheds near his house and now was the time to do something useful for the
Chestermans. All the preparation had been done. A new fence completely surrounding a small
creek that drained into the Maraeatotara Stream had been erected, it had been weed-sprayed
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where each plant was to grow and the bagged plants had been put out the day before, so all we
had to do was the actual riparian planting.
Fred, Marion, and Duncan were waiting to take our team of nine out in 4WDs to the back of
the farm at 8:30am. The rain was circling around us waiting to ruin the day, as rain on the track
would have made it dangerously slippery. We had a varied selection of plants waiting for us:
carex, manuka, karamu, various pittos, kowhai, totara, wineberry, ribbonwood, lemonwood,
lancewood and cabbage trees. The diggers moved ahead of the planters and we attacked the
job with gusto. Marion had a superb morning tea for us too. We only had about 100 plants to
go just on midday when it looked as if rain was coming and Fred decided that with a wet track,
now was the time to get out. The old woolshed by the road was our base for lunch, then home.
It was estimated by Fred that we had planted 700 trees. It is a pity we did not quite finish the
job but, in years to come the water quality coming through this creek will have been improved
by our planting in 2020. Thanks to all who came.
GRH
Party: Rodger Burn, Anne Cantrick, Christine Hardie, Philip Mardon, Joan Ruffell,
Garry Smith, Brent Hickey, Anne Doig, Graeme Hare, Fred Chesterman,
Marion Nicholson, Duncan the Demon Digger
2486
Poutaki Hut – Wakarara Ranges
Sunday 2 August 2020
The club truck transporting 16 trampers plus two in private cars left Havelock North at 7:00am
driving to Gwava Forest on a day that looked promising weather-wise. Thanks to a network of
people we obtained a key to the forest gate and the road beyond which allowed us to take the truck
right to the beginning of Poutaki Track. The tricky gate opening and locking was in the good hands
of Des and Derek. Once the 18 trampers were ready to start it was about 9:00am which gave us
plenty of time for the four-hour return tramp. Today there were five new people who joined us;
they mixed well with the established members and were happy they all reached the hut. The track
began with a steep slippery descent to a small stream and this is where Anne D unfortunately
slipped and injured her shoulder. The majority of the group had moved on and three people took
Anne back to the truck where she was made as comfortable as possible with Glenda staying with
her. From the small stream the track climbs steeply up a rocky spur until reaching the ridge. There
were many view points along the way where Peter explained our position in relation to the Ruahine
Range which stretched out in front of us. The favourable weather also allowed great views down
to farms and valleys below. Soon we reached the repeater tower where it was a short descent to
the hut situated in a grassy area. Lunch here about 10:45 for the first group and soon after for the
remaining group.
Generally, the track was in fair condition as we walked through and past many pine trees and
several patches of pig-rooting. Flora and fauna were spotted or heard such as bellbird, tui, robin
and Peter noticed a wild orchid growing on a bank facing north. All 16 trampers had returned to
the truck by 1:15pm and we were soon on our way home to get Anne checked out at Hastings
Hospital A & E. Best wishes go to Anne for a quick recovery.
JL
Party: Jude Hay, Graeme Hare, Thomas O'Neill, Susan Lopdell, Brent Hickey, Anne Cantrick,
Anne Doig, Pauler Kasper, Deby Mills, Simon Wittam, Glenda Hooper,
Peter Berry (driver), Glynn Harrison, Derek Boshier, Murry Alderson, Des Smith,
Kim Smith, Janice Love (organiser)
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Poutaki Hut, Wakarara Range, looking a bit chilly

Central Hawke’s Bay

Wed 26 Feb 2020

We turned inland at the Waipawa Bridge and met on the grass verge a little way further along
Ongaonga Road in warm conditions. A light breeze was evident which did become much
stronger later in the day but for now is was insignificant. Sharon, Joan, Lynn and Christine
took off up the first set of limestone hills and then down the other side to the junction with
Swamp Road where they refreshed their knowledge of past events as recorded on the war
memorial cairn at the roadside. Scott, Rodger, Garry, Ray and Roy soon powered up and joined
us; Des had already turned off at Lindsay Road and headed south-east towards Waipukurau
before making a comparatively early exit as he had to be back in Taradale by the middle of the
day. The rest of us did a circuit over the flatlands via Plantation Road to eventually arrive in
Ongaonga. We settled ourselves on the village green and several of us had morning tea from
the store. The cycle back took in Taylor Road then narrow little Fairfield Road past the
industrial dairy farming operations before rejoining Onga Road and the final of today’s modest
38 km back to the cars.
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Seafield Road and Bay View
Wed 3 June 2020
A good crowd of 14 met at Park Island for our first official outing after lockdown and, after a
good natter, (blame CH who wasted time with the bird watchers) followed the cycle paths to
Westshore via the lagoons and airport. Sunny, calm, mild weather meant that it a
straightforward ride to Snapper Park with a spell on the beach for some. A group of four
eBikers then decided to go up Seafield Road and over the top to Puketapu before racing down
to Taradal for a total of close to 55km. Everyone else was happy to trundle back along the
Water Ride.
Tuki Tuki Valley
Wed 10 June, 2020
Another fabulously sunny day and a leisurely start from Havelock past Craggy Range territory
[where the infamous track is still highly visible] ensured that we arrived at Red Bridge Café
for late morning refreshments which were enjoyed by our group of 14 before we made our way
along the Tuki Tuki hills and valleys. We regrouped at Moore Road and had a catch-up with
Bob and Heather Carter who had coincidentally appeared on their bicycles at the same time as
us. We then joined up with the cycle track which took us to Black Bridge from where we went
to Clive or back to Havelock North as the fancy took us. Distances varied from 38 to 58 km.
Kereru Area
Wed 17 June 2020
Ten of us met at Maraekakaho School and discussed the various options available. Graeme led
a party of three along Kereru and Springfield Roads then back along SH50; quite a long day.
Taking advantage of the excellent weather and calm conditions the other seven tackled the
formidable Whakapiro Hill – Te Onepu 35km minimum circuit and cruised along the tops for
quite a while admiring the views. The weather was clear and sunny with the temperature
reaching over 20º at one stage and some of us covered a lot of ground very quickly on the way
to Burma Road. Lunchettes were happily held al fresco at a suitable site. No coffee stops today!
Dartmoor
Wed 01 July 2020
The group [Joan, Lynn W, Christine, Rodger, Mr Lyn, Garry] met at Guppy Road and followed
Tutaekuri River southern cycleway to Puketapu Bridge before riding along the road to
Dartmoor Reserve. There it was lunchette and gossip before heading further west to Sacred
Hill. Christine did an extra few kilometres along the road to Whanawhana [just to give her
refurbished eBike a hill outing] before rejoining the others at the riverside rest area among the
standing stones [which are there to keep the petrol heads from ripping up the ground] for
another lunchette for those who had brought food. After that it was an about-turn and off to
the Puketapu Pub for coffee, chips and gossip for the starving ones. We like to support local
businesses!
Pakowhai to Bridge Pa
Wed 22 July 2020
And now for something completely different…..we went the opposite way today!! After
gathering at Pakowhai Park and having a close look at Joan’s new red eBike complete with
snazzy transporter, all clips and buckles it was, we took to the path. At the park we had met
Carolyn who is a recent import from the South Island and was waiting for the NTC bikers. As
they hadn’t yet arrived, she came with us instead and said that she enjoyed herself enough to
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come again which is good news. We all stopped at Oak Road extension to make sure that Mr
Hare didn’t shoot off the wrong way before turning south to Omahu Road and through to
Flaxmere. Comments were made about the volume of discarded rubbish on the roadsides at
some points and how it has increased again since lockdown was lifted. A very disappointing
feature of New Zealand society.
We cruised happily down Stock Road and round the corner to Hastings Golf Club, As
expected, the Petrolheads were there, having just finished their regular HGC gathering and Mr
Lyn came over to greet us. Today he preferred four wheels to two! We noted the mighty fine
selection of gorgeous cars parked under the trees but we had cheese scones and other treats
calling so we moved on into the clubrooms. After a fun time on the club deck we noted that
the forecasted wet weather could be seen approaching from the south so we took to the road to
outrun it. Des and Ray took off for Havelock North and another mighty ride – we later
discovered that they got caught in heavy rain when not far from their homes in Taradale.
Christine [the organiser] took off at speed along Ngatarawa Road and stopped at the corner of
SH50 to wait for the crew. However, no-one appeared except a young woman walking her
blind dog that turned in circles. Had she gone the wrong way? Eventually she turned back the
way she had come to find Joan, Scott, Rodger, Garry, Lynn, Carolyn and Graeme gathered
round to help Alasdair who had hit a big bump on the verge and come off his bike.
Unfortunately, he had gouged his knees and bumped his head so everyone was helping him
inspect his bike and giving him any necessary first aid. Being a tough character, he declared
himself fit to ride and carried on with us. Down past Roys Hill on the limestone way we went
with the trucks thundering past along the road. At the Omahu Road junction, Scott left us to
bike home. The rest of us carried on towards Fernhill then turned off to join Ngaruroro
Stopbanks Ride back to the park.
Crownthorpe Road Circuit
Wed 29 July 2020
Our Boots on Bikes team was again blessed with perfect weather and eleven of us met up at
Pukehamoamoa School. We spent some time admiring Joan’s new state-of-the-art eBike which
operates on a belt system rather than a chain. Eventually we did get going - along Matapiro
Road with its moderate hills before stopping for smoko at the junction with Ohiti Road. Then
it was on the now mainly flat road past Matapiro Station homestead to the historic Crownthorpe
church for lunch.
There were various options for the return route and Des, as is his style, chose to continue
further and enjoy a loop circuit via Otamauri Road towards Whanawhana and Taihape Road
then Crownthorpe Settlement Road back to the cars. Naturally, we didn’t see him again. The
rest of us split into two parties: six elected to return via the scenic but hilly Crownthorpe Road
where there is a proliferation of dairy farms and great views to the Ruahine Range. There were
also numerous large piles of surplus apples on some of the properties: is there a secret cider
industry going on? Perhaps the Hokonui Hills of the North Island!! whilst the others returned
back along Matapiro road with everyone agreeing it was a great day.
RB
Party: Anne Cantrick, Joan Ruffell, Carolyn Catt, Lynn Walch, Raewyn Ricketts,
Christine Hardie, Graeme Hare, Garry Smith, Des Smith, Scott Campbell,
Rodger Burn(organiser)
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Boots on Bikes had a number of other trips that have not been written up. The Seafield
Circuit, Tuki Loop Ride, a venture to Puketapu and beyond, an outing to Birdwood and
Graeme May’s Memorial Cycle from Clive to Bay View were all held in January, covering a
minimum of 212 kilometres. A lovely ride through the Maraetotara Valley [with an extension
to Waimarama] and a backwards Fernhill ride were also undertaken before lockdown curtailed
our group activities. Of course, most of us carried on with solo cycling during the recess so
that we didn’t totally lose our fitness! The number of eBikes has continued to increase and
most of us agree that this is the best bit of technology that has come our way for decades. There
is still a significant group that uses muscle power only so we are proud to continue catering
for anyone who wants to get on their wheels and join us.
CH

ITEMS for SALE
The club has a number of useful tramping items for sale at discounted prices.
New Topo 50 Maps:
$5.00
Large blue survival bags
$5.00
Smaller white pack liners
$2.50
Metal HTC club badges
$8.00
Blue HTC caps
$17.00
Safety in the Mountains
$5.00
These can all be ordered from Penny Isherwood Ph 844 9994 or
email p.isherwood@orcon.net.nz
Orders are collated in batches to save on courier charges so you may not get your maps straight
away.

Map & Compass Instruction pdf copy.
Understanding map and compass is an important skill to learn, this is a simple instruction
plus you can get plenty of help from other members.

HTC Names, Addresses & Telephone Nos. pdf copy.
HTC Members Phone List is a quick handy reference instead of searching Telephone Books
or Pohokura mags. An up to date copy is always in the truck canopy incase of problems.

Change of Name / Home Address / Internet Address / Phone Numbers.
Please advise the Editor otherwise you become one of my ‘Lost-Sheep’.

Just a thought on tramping club activities.
If you had an accident and were flown off in a Rescue Helicopter to a distant hospital do you
have a charged up Cell-phone, some cash, your Credit Card. These things could help you
inform your relatives and get you home quick smart on a wet cold night.
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SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS ON TRAMPS
Our club’s average age and demographics indicate that fitness may be an issue when
undertaking longer or challenging routes. This, coupled with maybe not being familiar with an
area, and/or perhaps being where tracks may not be clear or obvious mean that the following
should be observed.
Check # fitness and pack weight factors
# time of departure
# time of year, daylight hours
# weather expected
# pre-knowledge of the trip planned
KEEPING TOGETHER OR IN CONTACT is important: pre-arrange your stopping and
meeting points – times should be made for these at agreed locations such as track junctions or
river crossing points. Watch out for speeds within your group which can vary – arrange suitable
sub-leaders if you are considering splitting up. If a party breaks up [by design or by chance
such as accident] consider that there may be individuals who want to go on ahead or alone so
this needs to be catered for. Example of group dynamics: the group starts together, some or
one may go ahead, the remainder may turn back or not get to the destination and so we have
separation without necessarily knowing what has happened. In a recent case with three people,
one was out in the lead, one lagging behind and the third decided to turn back so that meant
they were now separated and vulnerable to adverse events. Toss in an under-estimation or lack
of understanding or limited knowledge of track/route conditions and distances still to cover
then throw in short daylight hours and and there is the potential for three people to experience
some form of injury or difficulty, without any of them or anyone at the truck knowing.
PARTY AND INDIVIDUAL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
Consider: will the party as a whole or someone in it have a fly/shelter - determine who is
carrying it and tell the others. Ensure that everyone has extra clothing and, of course, a torch
each with spare batteries plus extra food/drink. Who in the group is carrying a PLB should it
be needed; consider having two per party at outset in case of emergencies [usual HTC practice].
First Aid kits are essential as is knowledge of how to use them. On club trips there is usually
access to a larger kit which is ALWAYS kept in the truck in the locker directly behind the cab
on the passenger side. Contact Joan Ruffell if anything needs replacing or upgrading.
Map skills: knowledge of map and compass, how to operate a GPS which is valuable in
unfamiliar terrain. Note intended route conditions such as old tracks that may be overgrown,
route navigation above the bushline, fog coming in or cloud. Cater for difficulty or any
challenge on the trip: the club captain usually has a databank of information.
SAFETY Under the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015, we are not classed as a PCBU
[Person Conducting a Business Undertaking] as we have no paid employees. However, the
club has a duty of care under the Act and vested in the Executive Committee, so all our
activities must stand up to scrutiny in any investigation of an adverse event.
John Montgomerie (Club Captain)
• Members can also refresh their knowledge by re-reading their own copies of Safety in
the Mountains [NZMSC] with useful summaries on pp1-3 to start with.
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COMMITTEE NEWS
• HTC’s AGM is on November 18th and, as usual, all positions are up for re-election.
Maybe it is your time to help the club by standing for one of the positions.
• The club will be 85 this year and to celebrate we will be having a meal out at “Off The
Track” on October 31st starting at 6:00pm. While we have no new members to report
this issue (thanks to COVID) we are sending pdfs of this issue to eight people who have
been out tramping with us over the last few months and we hope they will apply for
membership soon.
• Consideration of our future means of transport is on-going with COVID 19 interrupting
our earlier time-line. We will report back once our options have been fully considered.
• John, Lex and Glenda along with Pam, attended a meeting at Balls Clearing recently
that came about because of planned removal by Wharerangi Marae of some windfall
matai to be used as pou for their meeting house. We were concerned that no consultation
with the community had occurred prior to the consenting of the permit and felt that this
was a bad precedent to set. At the meeting we learnt that 8 x 2.2 metre lengths of logs
were required for the pou and that they planned to remove them from Balls Clearing
manually. However, two landowners at the meeting offered the marae some fallen logs
from their land so it is hoped that the trees in Balls Clearing will be left to rot in peace.
DoC, however, has got a clear message from the community that they should be
consulted on such matters and they indicated that in future they will do so.
• John [and Lex when he is in Hawkes Bay] regularly attends the Ruahine User Group
meetings. These occur every four months and the venue alternates between Dannevirke
and Palmerston North. These meetings give an insight into what DoC has been doing
and what they plan to do in the Ruahine Range and give attendees a chance to have an
input into the priorities. They are also a forum to facilitate clubs and individuals to help
with the maintenance of huts and facilities. The loo at HTC’s Waikamaka Hut needs
shifting and some work done to its base. The Backcountry Trust will fund this which
will probably happen later this year.
• As you will read elsewhere, in late February John Montgomerie, Scott Campbell,
Randall Goldfinch, and Graeme Hare spent a weekend rebuilding our cairn on Kaweka
J. They did a marvellous job and I am sure the whole club joins with the committee to
thank them for their efforts.
• At a Wednesday night club meeting the members present indicated that we should
continue to supply coal to Howletts Hut so we will be helicoptering in a load of 400kg
of coal when appropriate. We will also suggest to anyone planning to helicopter there
to take a bag along with them.
• The back issues of Pohokura that were scanned by Mike Bull a few years ago are now
available from our website. To access them: go to htc.org.nz and click on the Trip
Reports tab. Click on the word “here” (about five lines down and highlighted in purple)
then enter the password KawekaHut (one word; two capitals). Lastly, then click on the
period you want and the Pohokura you want. Happy Reading!!! Thanks, Mike.
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• Lastly, the final of the photo competition was held on August 12th. At this meeting the
four or five photos that had the most votes for a category on our on-line section of the
competition were displayed and the winners were determined by popular vote.
The winners were (clockwise from top left):
Above bushline with human element - Glenda Hooper, Bell Rock
Above bushline - no human element - Colin Jones, Worsley Pass
Historic - Glenda Hooper, Pouaki Tarn Pre-Instagram (1984)
Club character(s) - Anne Smith, Queen Charlotte Walkway
Below bushline with human element - Natalie Berry, Catlins Sunrise
Below bushline with no human element - Alan Berry, Tutaekuri River on summer's day
Native flora and fauna - Alan Petersen, Moss on Beech Tree at Lake Christobel
And the overall winner was Natalie Berry, Catlins Sunrise
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Heretaunga Tramping Club Meeting and Trip Information
Upcoming Meetings
Date
2020

Chairperson

Speaker and Topic

Host/Supper

26 Aug

Anne Doig

Kurt Fenton – The Camino Way - Spain

H – Raewyn Ricketts
S – Randall Goldfinch

9 Sept

Scott Campbell Open Night

23 Sept

Susan Lopdell

Quiz Night

7 Oct

Lex Smith

21 Oct

Randall
Goldfinch

Graeme Hare
Twenty Years Ago
Alan Lee
Wilding Pines

H – Anne Doig
S – Janice Love
H – Susan Lopdell
S – Roy Frost

4 Nov

Jude Hay

18 Nov

Graeme Hare

Alan Berry
Something Interesting
Annual General Meeting

H – Rodger Burn
S – Daniel Haddock
H – Janice Love
S – The Committee

2 Dec

Alan Petersen

16 Dec

Penny
Isherwood

Daniel Haddock
Grand Canyon
Christmas

H – Philip Mardon
S – Colin Jones
H – Roy Frost
S – All Members

Open Night
Gossip Session
To be advised

H – Graeme Hare
S – Anne Doig
H – Pam Turner
S – Marion Nicholson

2021
13 Jan
27 Jan

Daniel
Haddock
John
Montgomerie

H – Daniel Haddock
S – Roy Frost
H – Philip Mardon
S – Graeme Hare

Meetings Sub-Committee: Graeme Hare, Philip Mardon
We want ideas for club night speakers and activities.
Supper: Put out cups, wash dishes, leave kitchen clean and tidy, and generally help Joan and
Alasdair. Sweep floors and check that heaters and lights are off at the end of the meeting.
Don’t drag the furniture as it marks the floor.
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ARE YOU FIT ENOUGH TO TRAMP?
Even the easiest of club trips requires a reasonable degree of fitness and from time to time,
tramps have been seriously delayed by unfit party members. While individuals may have
varying degrees of basic fitness it is unlikely that a person who has a sedentary job or who
plays no sport will manage an average B Party trip. The best preparation for tramping is
tramping and there are hilly places in Napier and close to Hastings which make excellent
training areas. For example, a walk from the cattle-stop car park in Te Mata Park to the top
of the peak via the big redwoods and back to the cattle-stop via the roadside track with an
eight kilogram pack should take about 70 - 80 minutes. Further, this pace should be able to
be maintained for five to six hours.
TRIP GRADINGS
EASY:
4-6 hours tramping - suitable for beginners.
MEDIUM:
6-8 hours tramping - suitable for those with some experience.
HARD:
7 hrs+ tramping - experience and a high level of fitness necessary.
Unless specified an “A” trip would have a HARD grading and a “B” trip a MEDIUM
grading.
GEAR LIST FOR DAY & WEEKEND TRAMPS
DAY TRIPS
Wear/Carry
Carry
Pack and pack liner
Map & compass
Boots and gaiters
High energy snacks
Socks
At least a litre of water
Parka and over-trou
Lunch
Fast-drying shorts
First aid kit
Fleece or woollen
Torch, spare batteries and bulb
jumper
Long-johns & singlet Sunscreen
Sunhat & warm hat
Emergency food
Gloves/mittens
Survival kit (whistle, cord,
Overmitts
matches, pencil, paper)
Whistle
Complete set of spare warm
clothing

WEEKEND TRIPS
All items listed for day trip plus
Sleeping bag
Sleeping mat
Food for three additional meals
Cooker, billy and matches or lighter
Extra snacks
Toilet gear, small towel
and toilet paper
Additional warm clothes
Plate, mug, cutlery
Tent/fly if required

Leave at vehicle: complete set of clothing for your return.
OVERDUE TRAMPERS

Although returning parties plan to be out of the bush before dark safety considerations must
come first. This may mean that parties are late returning to transport. Even after arriving back
at the transport, it may take two hours or more to return to the embarkation point. Beginners
should make sure that anyone who might worry about them is informed of this. Leaders will
try to get a message through to one of the “overdue contact” people listed below if a trip return
seems likely to be later than 10:00 pm. All newcomers should ensure that their own emergency
number is noted in the party list that the leader leaves in town. For all enquiries about overdue
trampers please ring one of the following:
John Montgomerie 877 7358 Graeme Hare 844 8656 Glenda Hooper 877 4183
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TRIP LIST 2020
Although the area for the trip is generally adhered to, the
suggested objectives may change for a number of reasons. For
pre-trip enquiries contact the organiser or John Montgomerie,
Ph 877 7358. Please email trip requests to tramphtc@gmail.com
Cancellations: If you cannot make a trip please contact the leader BEFOREHAND so as to
avoid unnecessary delays for the rest of the party.
Wed 19 August
Eskdale Reserves
Let’s see how the plantings have grown; maybe a look in at Heipipi via Whakamaharatanga
afterwards – great views.
Organiser: Pauline Mahoney Ph 844 1052
Wed 26 August
Cycle the Tukituki Area
From Red Bridge over to investigate Mahanga Road, back to Kahuranaki Road as far as we
like. This one’s on the road all the way.
Organiser: Rodger Burn Ph 877 6322
29/30 August
Waikamaka Hut – Ruahine FP
$15
Map BK36
Doing the rock crawl up to Waipawa Saddle and down to the club’s Waikamaka Hut for a
friendly winter evening by the logfire.
Wed 2 Sept
MacIntosh Hut – Kaweka FP
It’s a big down and up but a good walk through forest and over clay pans to the hut, one of
HTC’s most visited places over its 85 years.
Organiser: Christine Hardie Ph 844 9590
Wed 9 Sept
Cycle in Central Hawkes Bay
Organiser will decide closer to the time wheather it’s an easterly ride from Otane or in a
westerly direction to Argyll. Hills on both routes.
Organiser: Alasdair Shaw Ph 877 6225
Sun 13 Sept
Golden Crown area – Ruahine FP
$15
Map BK37
Golden Crown Ridge is accessed from Mangleton Road past Masters Shelter. The 3-4 hour
walk climbs around a series of rocky knolls and herb fields of monowai, herbs, flaxes and
other assorted shubs before continuing steeply upwards through beech forest to the top of the
range. From here the fast ones could head south and come down Sentry Box while others
could walk to Aranga Hut track junction before returning down Golden Crown.
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Wed 16 Sept
Beach Walk
Maybe north to Waipatiki or Tangoio or south to Waimarama or Aramoana; tide - dependant.
Organiser: Lynn Walch Ph 650 6965
Wed 23 Sept
Cycle tour of the Bay Circuit
A fair number of hills to be covered in the Raukawa/Valley Road area.
Organiser: Jim Hewes Ph 877 6784
26/27 Sept
Longview Ridge and South Ruahine Range $15
Map BL36
To Kashmir Road end, up to Longview Hut, south along the range and down to Leon Kinvig
for the night; could take in Top Gorge Hut on the way if time allowed. Transport will need to
be relocated from Kashmir Road to Ngamoko Roadend so an easier and much shorter trip
could be in via Apiti Track to the saddle before the main range, then a dawdle downstream to
Makaretu Hut for the night - a neat hut in a great spot.
Organiser: John Montgomerie
Ph 877 7358
Wed 30 Sept
Bell Rock
A walk through lovely bush with singing birds to the iconic limestone formations near the
top of Hawkes Bay’s Maungaharuru Range.
Organiser: Joan Ruffell Ph 877 6225
Wed 7 October
Cycle to Camp David and Beyond
South and east on the roads near Havelock North; Chocolate Fish Hill is a challenge which
the eBikers will make short work of.
Organiser: Christine Hardie Ph 844 9590
Sun 11 October
Te Iringa and Mt Cameron – Kaweka FP
$15
Map BJ37
Leave from the crest of Gentle Annie on the Taihape Road and climb up through open ridges
to Te Iringa and Mount Cameron. There are good views of the Ngaruroro River, the southern
Kawekas, Ngamatea and Golden Hill country from this track.
Organiser:
Glenda Hooper Ph 877 4183
Wed 14 October
Te Mata Park
Let’s have a look at the new tracks, plantings and upgrades. Always something to see in this
treasured reserve.
Organiser: Rodger Burn Ph 877 6322
Wed 21 October
Mystery Cycle
Another chance to get lost with Mr Lyn
Organiser: Mr Lyn Gentry Ph 875 0542
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Labour W/e 23/26 October
Pureora Area $40
Maps BG34, BG35
Option A: a north to south traverse of Hauhungaroa Range. It would be advisable to carry a
tent as this is a popular area and the two huts may be full.
Option B: day trips in the southern area of the park near Taumarunui such as
- walking along the Timber Trail to the tunnel and/or viaduct
- Mt Hikurangi
- Hauhungaroa Hut and environs
- Whanganui River trail
Organiser: Susan Lopdell Ph 844 6697
Wed 28 October
Fred’s Farm
A chance to see what’s going on at Fred’s other place in Maraetotara, we hope to be able to
see the trees he has been planting for the last few years and maybe the caves.
Organiser: Graeme Hare Ph 844 8656
Wed 4 November
Cycle from Waipawa to Waipukurau
Go along the cycleways between these two towns – the suspended bridge is always a treat.
No hills.
Organiser: Rodger Burn Ph 877 6322
Sun 8 November
Cairn Trip – Kaweka FP
$Free
Map BM37
The annual pilgrimage to our Cairn with its significance to the club for decades. This will be
the first official service since the rebuild last January 2020
Organiser: Committee

Wed 11 November
Sunrise Hut – Ruahine FP
Smartest hut in the ranges after its recent renovations: a graded walk through different forest
levels to the tops; shorter trip available on the Swamp Walk. Fast people could even duck
over to Waipawa Chalet.
Organiser: Des Smith Ph 022 370 6118
Wed 18 November
Cycle Apley Road
Start at Park Island in Taradale, go along Puketitiri Road to Apley and down to Puketapu
settlement. A number of big hills this time.
Organiser: Christine Hardie Ph 844 9590
W/e 21/22 November Northern Kaweka Range
$15
Map BJ37
Options of all the way in to Tira Lodge at Venison Tops and out or a shorter version to
Ballard and out. To add to the mix you could just go in to Makino or Middle Hill Huts as
variations; keen ones could go on to Mangaturutu from Tira, down into the Makino, up to
Makino Hut and out.
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Wed 25 November
Yeomans Track – Ruahine FP
Over the Makaroro River and through lovely forest to Murderer’s Hut if you want to go that
far. Hopefully some flowers will still be out.
Organiser: Janice Love Ph 877 5442
Wed 2 December
Cycle in Central Hawkes Bay
A road trip in the Tikokino area – a bit of hill work.
Organiser: Des Smith Ph 022 370 6118
Sun 6 December
Gold Creek Hut – Ruahine FP
$15
Map U22
Leaving from either Hall’s farm or Yeomans (if we have a hot day) we will venture up to
Gold Creek Ridge, follow the track up the ridge and then down to Gold Creek Hut. Some
may wish to return down the stream, others can retrace their steps.
Organiser: Anne Doig Ph 8788694
Wed 9 December
Clover Patch – Kaweka FP
Will we get there this time? Bring your pinus contorta – slaughtering tools!
Organiser: Scott Campbell Ph 879 8554
Wed 16 December
Seafield Road to Bay View
You can avoid the hills by riding around the estuary if you like. End-of-Year Christmas
Cheer at the café or on the beach.
Organiser: Garry Smith Ph 844 9931
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